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TRACKLIST

Sidewalks and Skeletons/ Memory / 0:04:00
Zamilska / Rise / 0:03:58

Zamilska / Quarrel / 0:05:20
MemotoneRitual / 0:04:51

Antigone & Francois X/ We Move As One / 0:03:23
Zamilska / Call / 0:03:16
Zamilska / Ruin / 0:03:37

Antigone & Francois X / Journey Home/ 0:07:03
Zamilska / Enemy / 0:01:32

Zamilska / Flag / 0:06:38
Sidewalks and Skeletons / Drifter / 0:03:34

DJ Alina / доля / 0:03:45
Sidewalks and SkeletonsSleep / Paralysis / 0:03:25

Sidewalks and Skeletons / Disappear / 0:02:50
ORION_GmbH / RUINER Theme / 0:04:16

Total Time1:01:28
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Penny is my waifu please don't bully her thanks. Interesting game, beautiful artwork and graphics. A bit easy and a lot of
running around from point A to point B, but then again, it is a point-and-click adventure. The voices were very suited to each
character and the background music was really good. I would definitely recommend this.. Beat 2000 people to death with a
bottle of wine (Xiahou Dun). 10\/10

Weapons in this one include double hot dogs, a spade, a hamburger yo-yo, a speed boat, and a double-sided scalpel. If you're
into historical accuracy, this pack isn't for you. But then again, if you're into historical accuracy, you wouldn't be playing
Dynasty Warriors.. Just bought this game, so far so good! Very entertaining, fun, and frustrating all at the same time! 10\/10
would rage!. Well above recommended!

OS: WIN 10
CPU: AMD FX 8120 8 core
GPU: AMD RADEON R9 FURY X

Quality: 9.3
Frames: 9009
Frames below 90 fps: 0 (0%)
Frames CPU bound: 2 (0%)

I guess I could do better with a better CPU but most importantly is a great GPU.

Have a great day everyone!
. Okay, my turn to review this game, i guess.
I've been playing the game since the day it came out, heck, maybe even since the hour it came out, i was so excited to have a
game like this on steam.
At first, yea, there were bugs, however, thanks to the devs, most of them were fixed on the spot. Now i haven't stumbled on a
single bug in a long time.
Option for a good AI was added to the game (yea, good, i saw one win with a sanbaiman)
Overall good performance and nice playstyle.
Really good tutorial (yakus still take time to learn tho, can't help that one)

Finally, about people playing this game.
This game isn't one of the most famous games in the world. It might be for Japan and its variations for other asian countries, but
for the rest of the world it isn't as well known as it should be.
The players exist, they aren't that many, yea, but they are out there. However, due to the nature of the game, the rooms that are
currently in game wont appear. Lobbies appear only while waiting for people to get in.
Many see the empty lobby list and get disappointed. So here how it goes, make a room and wait, you might wait for some time
but someone will come. What's more, you can add him to your friend list on steam and then play again and again with him
whenever you want. Thats how I did it, and now i ask people to join, or i get asked instead, and now i play on daily basis, with
some awesome people.. A classic original experience from the DK2 days! So nice to see it on Steam, with new content and
improvements all-around. A great introduction to VR for newcomers, and good value at the price of a loaf of bread.

Some great animations and effects. I especially enjoyed the enter\/exit from the laptop screen. Very nice!

I have the music from Desert stuck in my head now. :)

. A neat $1.99 USD add-on. The MAN Lion\u2019s City A 47 M in game features are, seats 29, weight 11 tons, auto ramp and
a in game career mode cost of 190,000 EURO.

Pros
Nice looking bus
Great texture quality
easy to drive (shorter wheel base)
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cons
First Person view is seated a little to far right
Sounds exactly like the other two MAN buses in the game
Dash is exactly like the other two MAN buses in the game even having the same mirror placement as the other MAN buses
featured in bus sim 16.

After 3 hours (at the time of writing this review) of driving the MAN A 47 M I am happy with the good quality of the bus..
2\/10 not good but not that bad either
do not buy this (atleast for now)

was on sale, decided to try it with a friend.
started game, looked kinda crappy but it wasn't much of problem.
friend hostd lobby, invited me, and I got stuck in loading screen.
had to force quit the game since there were no other options.
after that the game got stuck in starting screen(blade net logo) every time.
tried restarting steam, rebooting computer, reinstalling the game, couldn't fix the prob.
idea wasn't bad tho. Not worth money. Too short and not really scary.
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Too many bugs... You play an hour, can't save and then the game crash. It's idiotic. Also, it's built with java.. I love it. I wish
there were more games like this.. Q: Will playing this game turn me gay?
A: Yes.. The game literally doesn't say anything just brings up a f*cking book or something in my face
Guess I'll click it... It was the starter pack. Okey. Now I have cards.

I wanted to ask for a refund, because I didn't like this game.
I had 36 minutes in the game. Steam says they can't refund me because I have opened a pack...

But the game wouldn't have started if I dont open it and I didn't even know it was a pack.

This is a scam by Valve and if you later want to refund the game DO NOT BUY IT because you won't be able to.. I am
Brazilian and the game aqw is incredible very good and addictive now I launch the 3D this very cool new gameplay and
very fun the game. I'm really grateful for this piece of software -- my computer is pushing the 3 year mark in terms of
age, and this very VR test helped steer me towards my next possible upgrade!

Quick story, so my computer was about 3 years old, rocking an old Zotac GTX 670 4GB video card. When I initially did
the test about 5-6 months ago, it said nope! Not ready.

The software didn't just stop there, it actually recommended something huge: basically the software not only
confirmed my VR incapabilities, but it also helped me upgrade my computer!

Instead of waiting to build a brand new rig, it recommended I pick up a new graphics card that could support VR.
Wow am I happy with the test software!

Edit:

So basically I went from a no-go, deal breaker on VR to an "You're ready for VR!"

\\m\/ Valve, you rock! \\m\/
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